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#1 Best Selling Project Management: Secrets Successful Project Managers Know And What You

Can Learn From Them*** Limited Time Offer 40% Off*** (Regular Price 4.99)Learn The Project

Management and Soft Skills The Pros Use To Make Them Stand Out and Successfully Manage

ProjectsWhen you apply what you will learn in this beginner's guide to Project Management you will

elevate your game, increase your chances of success, and put yourself in the top 10% of project

managers. Very few in the field of project management take the time to effectively learn the skills

listed below. Because of this, you have the opportunity put yourself in a different league and add to

or create a successful career in project management.You Will Learn The Following Powerful and

Career Changing Skills of Successful Project ManagemantCommunication and building rapportBe

OrganizedLeadershipIntuitionPeople SkillsEmotional IntelligenceCustomer ServiceInfluenceThe

price will go up so don't delay and take your project management career to the next level. Scroll to

the top and click the Buy Now button TODAYTags: project management, project management

guide, project management for beginners, project management basics, project management

communication, project management planning, business project management, professional project

management, project management for beginners, project management techniques, project

management leadership
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The key word in the title of this great guide is the word 'management' because this book lays bare

all the secrets to getting the job and then getting the job done well. There's a wealth of valuable

experience in this book and the author clearly demonstrates his knowledge and expertise from the

first word to the last. The information is so well presented that you could easily apply it to any task or

project and make the work so much more efficient. The advice is laser-sharp, perfectly explained

and provides extremely useful insights into the real mechanics of project management. Essential

reading for anyone involved in any part of the business.

Great content! Short and to the point! The author managed to compress a lot of valuable information

into a short booklet, which gives you very specific yet important information. I loved the chapter on

Intuition, i think thats a skill each and every person should strive to develop. Also very beneficial

was the chapter on Being organized.

Iâ€™ve learned through my career that readers are leaders. In my opinion, just reading a book for

knowledge is not good enough, but reading a book and applying the knowledge from the book is

what transforms you into an exceptional leader. In this book, you have an opportunity to take

knowledge and apply the knowledge to either your personal or business life. The context that

arrested my attention was surrounded around communication. The author emphasizes the

importance of having the ability to effectively communicate. Now, that may not mean much to you,

but as a project manager, you spend the majority of the time communicating your expectations. I

approve this message. â€‹

Bryan Oliver gives potential project leaders a valuable set of tools to implement in project

management situations. The material is laid out for beginners so that anyone who find themselves

taking on the leader of a project [or various projects] can tap into the skills and resources introduced

in this book.If you are looking into getting into project management, this is the book that will take you

there. as the author points out, her shares with you his areas of expertise through years of



experience so that readers and educators can apply those skills to becoming better equipped with

the right tools that leads to effective and productive project management.In this book the key

components I gain the most value from are:â€¢ How to learn and implement the key skills to

continuously educate yourself in the are of project management;â€¢ The key skills of a project

managerâ€¢ The various types of management [stakeholders, conflict]â€¢ How to prepare for the job

[interviews, organization]â€¢ The different phases of the job and doing it;â€¢ How to boost your

people skillsThis book is a short read but worth the price youâ€™ll pay to get set up for success. A

recommended resource that contributes to the success of a [future] project manager or, if you are

just looking to brush up your skills.

If you are considering a career in Project Management, this book is for you. Bryan Oliver gives you

a behind-the-scenes look at what it takes to be successful in this field by learning from those who

have already mastered the art of Project Management. If you're just getting started, do yourself a

favor and buy Bryan's book. It's a great guide that will help jumpstart your career.

If you have any desire to learn the fundamentals of project management, this the best book in the

store. Succinct, perfectly paced and tremendous insight into an industry where people are

constantly trying to over-complicate the process. It's apparent that the author knows his stuff, and

then some. Highly recommended.

Being a project manager is not an easy task. I bought the book for good purpose of knowing what

are the valuable lessons I can get to be a good project manager. The characteristics of a good

project manager are written here. The most important among these characteristics is that, a project

manager is being able to communicate well to his or her team. He or she must be connected

properly with his team in order to bring a project successfully. Leadership is also one that project

managers should possess. All the secrets one should know about project management are detailed

and clearly indicated in this book. Very helpful to each and every individual may he or she a

beginner or even those who are professionals.

What an awesome book for beginners in the field of Project Management to read! There are secrets

in this book that it can take PM's years to learn and understand about customer service, personality

types, EQ and much more laid out in a concise and easy to read format. It also has many tips and

resources to continue the journey to better enhance your skills in the field of Project Management.I.
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